
It was a great honour to judge in such a BIG event and in such important show. I was astonished with the huge 

entry, 209!! When I was told I didn't know what to say, just a BIG THANK YOU to all exhibitors. And also, a BIG 

THANK YOU to my stewards who did a great job. Thanks to it we could finish in a decent hour. And of course, to 

the organisation THANK YOU! 

The place of the venue was the best I have seen, plenty of room for all the exhibitors with their dogs and an 

exceptional ring, where the dogs could run without problems.  

I have liked very much the Ridgebacks of Great Britain. Although the heads are different from the European ones 

(which I am more used), the proportions are correct and muzzle are strong with good underjaw something that you 

have to maintain. Both males and females have good substance and strong bones, with correct angulations and 

really nice chest in 3D (wide, deep and filled). Also, I have found lovely wheaten colour in general and not too dark 

dogs. 

Ridges were excellent, wide and long with symmetrical crowns and good boxes. Temperaments were also good.  

My BOB, Ir Ch Walamadengie Coco Chanelle, a really nice female, elegant with substance and nice mover. I liked 

her strength and stride in movement,  

My BOS, Ch.Sofala Joe The Lion, lovely male, also strong but elegant, lovely head and expression and nice mover. It 

was difficult for me to choose between him and the female for the BOB. Other day they could change positions.  

My Best Puppy, Priorpark Pot Kettle Black, a really nice female, good bone and elegant, with nice head and 

expression. Lovely 3D chest and angulations. I think she has lot of promise.  

My Best Veteran, Kitoko Good Golly Miss Molly, lovely oldie in really good condition for her age.  

You can be really proud of your Ridgebacks, continue like this. See you soon :) 

Vanessa Moyano 

CLASS 1 MINOR PUPPY DOG 

1ST 152- PRIORPARK PARADICE CITY OF METALROCK - Good head proportions, dark round eyes, straight topline, good 

front, correct angulations, good movement. Correct ridge. 

2ND 71- PRIORPARK PLAIN SAILING - Good head, dark eyes, a Little bit nervous, good front, excellent angulations in 

front and rear. Active movement. Correct ridge.  

3RD 21- PRIORPARK PIECE OF CAKE 

CLASS 2 PUPPY DOG 

1ST 19- DIAMONDRIDGE DI CAPRIO -Liver nosed male puppy with good bone and substance. Correct head proportions 

and strong muzzle. Correct bite. Nice long and strong neck. Nice front, with a visible forechest and a wide and deep 

chest. Excellent angulations in front, good length of upper arm, excellent angulation in rear, good turn of stifle. 

Straight topline. Round and compact feet. Powerful movement with good reach, correct tail carriage. Excellent ridge 

wide and long. It will be nice to see him again when adult.  

2ND 82- KIROMOL STONE COLD SOBER AT DONASIE - Strong male, light wheaten. Correct head proportions with 

strong muzzle, correct bite.  Dark eyes. Nice long neck with good insertion into the withers. Straight topline. Deep 

chest and enough wide of chest. Excellent angulations in front and rear. Elegant movement, great reach and drive. 

Excellent ridge. 

3RD 84- DIAMONDRIDGE KEEP IT DARK FOR KEMGORDONI 

CLASS 3 JUNIOR DOG 

1ST 20- AMAHLE HELLO MR HEARTACHE - Masculine with good bone and substance. Correct head proportions. Dark 

and round eyes. Correct ear set. Scissor bite. Strong neck. Wide, filled and deep chest. Excellent angulations in front 

and rear. Straight topline. Ridge wide and long. Elegant and active movement with good reach and drive. Tail is 

carried a little bit high in movement. 



2ND 185- SHAVANO'S QUALITY OF LIVE BY OLIVER - Masculine with good bone. Correct head proportions. Scissor bite. 

Dark and round eyes. Correct ear set. Strong and elegant neck. Good deep of chest, wide and filled, forechest visible 

from the side. Excellent angulations. Straight topline. Active movement. Excellent ridge with good length. 

3RD 49- GLOBALRIDGE RED CARNELIAN 

CLASS 4 YEARLING DOG 

1ST  120- VILLAGEDOG RED HOT CHILLY PEPPER - Masculine with good substance. Head with correct proportions 

although I wish he had less wrinkles. Strong muzzle. Scissor bite. Dark and round eyes. Correct ear set. Elegant neck, 

strong and long. Deep chest, visible forechest from side. Straight topline. Excellent angulations. Correct tail set. Nice 

long ridge. Movement with lot of drive and reach. Nice round and compact feet. 

2ND  185- SHAVANO'S QUALITY OF LIVE BY OLIVER - Masculine with good bone. Correct head proportions. Scissor bite. 

Dark and round eyes. Correct ear set. Strong and elegant neck. Good deep of chest, wide and filled, forechest visible 

from the side. Excellent angulations. Straight topline. Active movement. Excellent ridge with good length.   

3RD 89- MIRENGO'S MACHINGA AT REXGROVE 

CLASS 5 GRADUATE DOG 

1ST 11 - PATEMELIANN RED TARKA AT KITAARKA JW - Masculine with strong bones. Correct head proportions and nice 

expression.  Scissor bite. Dark and round eyes. Correct earset. Long and strong neck. Chest is depth with visible 

forechest.  I prefer less black hairs on the coat. Straight topline. Good tail set and good carriage in movement. 

Excellent angulations.  Nice ridge with good length and wide. Elegant movement with good reach and drive. I really 

like his head, one of the best ones. 

2ND 19- DIAMONDRIDGE DI CAPRIO – Liver nosed male puppy with good  bone and substance. Correct head 

proportions and strong muzzle. Correct bite. Nice long and strong neck. Nice front, with a visible forechest and a wide 

and deep chest. Excellent angulations in front, good length of upper arm, excellent angulation in rear, good turn of 

stifle. Straight topline. Round and compact feet. Powerful movement with good reach, correct tail carriage. Excellent 

ridge wide and long. It will be nice to see him again when adult.  

3RD 185- SHAVANO'S QUALITY OF LIVE BY OLIVER  

CLASS 6 POST GRADUATE DOG 

1ST 4- VILLAGEDOGS RISE OF PHOENIX AT SAADANI - Liver nosed male with good substance and masculine. Correct 

head proportions. Scissor bite. Elegant, strong and long neck. Chest is wide and with good depth. Excellent 

angulations in front and rear. Straight topline. Round feet. Movement active and smooth. Good ridge long and wide. 

2ND 180- IMOLA I'M YOUR MAN AT JEMATTI - Masculine with strong bones. Correct head proportions although I 

would like to see less stop. Strong muzzle, scissor bite.  Dark and round eyes. Long and strong neck. Chest is wide and 

filled and with good depth.  Straight topline. Good tail set. Excellent angulations.  Nice ridge with good length and 

wide. Movement with good reach and drive.  

3RD 81-MIRENGO'S MULABANJI 

 

CLASS 7 MINOR LIMIT DOG  

CLASS 8 LIMIT DOG 

1ST 8- ROTTZRIDGE I AM WRATH - Masculine with good substance. Correct head proportions. Dark eyes . Nice 

expression. Correct ear set. Scissor bite. Long and elegant neck. Wide chest and good deep of chest. Excellent 

angulations and straight topline. Good tail set. Nice ridge. Elegant movement with good reach and drive. 

2ND 146- ULWAZI'S BORN TO RUN FIRST AT ZSUSHAUNNA - Masculine with good substance. Correct eyes, nice 

expression. Scissor bite. Strong neck but elegant. Excellent forechest, filled chest with good depth. Excellent 

angulations in front and rear. Topline could be stronger. Correct tail set. Excellent ridge. Active and elegant 

movement. 

3RD  43- GUNTHWAITE PAPA DON'T PREACH 



CLASS 9 OPEN DOG 

1ST 83-DIAMONDRIDGE DISTANT STORM FOR KEMGORDONI - Masculine with good bone. Correct head proportions. 

Strong muzzle, scissor bite. Dark round eyes. Correct earset. Long and strong neck. Wide chest and with good depth. 

Excellent angulations, straight topline. Correct tail set. Nice movement with good reach and drive. Excellent ridge 

wide and long. 

2ND 108- KANI AKILAH ENCANE HASANI FOR JENGACHENGA - Masculine with good bones. Correct head proportions, 

scissor bite. Correct eyes. Correct earset. Nice expression. Long and elegant neck. Well descended chest and good 

width. Straight topline. Excellent angulations. Correct tail set. Fluid movement with good drive. Nice ridge long and 

wide. 

3RD 147- NZAWI KAISER CHIEF JW 

CLASS 10 CHAMPION DOG 

1ST 103- CH SOFALA JOE THE LION - Masculine and elegant male with good bones. Correct head proportions. Dark 

round eyes. Nice expression. Scissor bite. Long and elegant neck. Well descended chest although it could be a little bit 

wider. Excellent angulations and straight topline. Correct tail set. Ridge good width and length. Elegant and powerful 

movement. 

2ND 135- CH KITOKO WHEREVER YOU GO EIKO JW - Masculine and elegant males with good bones. Good head 

proportions. Scissor bite. Correct earset. Eyes could be darker. Nice long and elegant neck. Well descended chest. 

Excellent angulations and straight topline. Good tail set. Excellent movement, with good reach and drive. Excellent 

ridge with good width. 

3RD 9- CH/IR CH ROTTZRIDGE NEMESIS 

CLASS 11 VETERAN DOG 

1ST 124- CH ZOUGANI ZURI SHCM - 10 years old and in very good condition. Masculine with good bone. Correct head 

proportions with nice expression. Dark eyes. Correct earset. Long and elegant neck. Chest is well descended and 

filled. Excellent angulations. Straight topline. Good tail set. Excellent movement, active and with good reach and drive 

for his age. Nice long and wide ridge. 

2ND 179- MUTOKOS LIONHEART FROM JEMATTI - 7 years old. Masculine and a little bit heavier than my first dog. 

Correct head proportions, strong/heavy head. Dark eyes and correct earset. Long and strong neck. Well descended 

chest. Excellent angulations and straight topline. Correct tail set. Excellent movement. Ridge wide and long. 

3RD 12- CH EILACK KITO KIJANI JW SHCM 

CLASS 12 SPECIAL VETERAN DOG 

1ST 107- JENGACHENGA BY DESIGN - 10 years old, liver nosed male. Masculine with good bone but also elegant. 

Correct head proportions. Long and elegant neck. Well descended chest, good width. Excellent angulations with 

strong topline for his age. Movement active and powerful. Excellent ridge. 

 

CLASS 13 MINOR PUPPY BITCH 

1ST 121- PRIORPARK PLAYING IT BY EAR FOR NZURI - 6 months old, feminine and elegant. Correct head proportions, 

dark and round eyes. Correct earset. Scissor bite. Long neck. Correct angulations with nice depth of chest.  Correct tail 

set. Nice movement. Cat feet. Excellent ridge.  

2ND 144- PRIORPARK PINCH OF SALT - Feminine puppy. Correct head proportions with nice expression, dark round 

eyes, scissor bite. Forechest visible from the side. Nice ridge, long and wide.  

3RD 64- UMHLANDLA ISONTO 

CLASS 14 PUPPY BITCH 

1ST 142- PRIORPARK POT KETTLE BLACK - 6 months old puppy. Feminine but with good bone. Correct head 

proportions, strong muzzle. Dark and round eyes. Correct earset. Chest well descended and forechest visible. Correct 



angulations in front and rear, correct topline. Active and merry movement with nice drive. Excellent ridge. Correct tail 

set. I would like to see her when adult, she shows lot of promise. 

2ND 161- DIAMONDRIDGE DAIANE DEL RIO AT UNGOWA - 9 months old puppy. Feminine but with good bone. Correct 

head proportions but I prefer stronger muzzle. Correct eyes. Correct earset. Chest well descended and forechest 

visible. Correct angulations in front and rear, correct topline. Active movement. Nice ridge. Correct tail set. Cat feet. 

3RD  55- KINABULA'S GUCCI BLOOM 

CLASS 15 JUNIOR BITCH 

1ST 40- SHAVANO'S QUALITY OF LIFE BY INDIE - Feminine with good bone. Correct head proportions. Dark round eyes 

nice expression. Correct earset. Long and elegant neck. Filled chest, deep and wide. Excellent angulations, good 

topline. Croup could be more straight, too steep. Excellent movement, active and smooth. Excellent ridge. Cat feet.  

2ND 36- CARLINCOX PURE GOLD - Strong female with substance. Correct head proportions, strong muzzle. Correct 

earset. Correct eyes. Correct angulations. Straight topline. Good tail set. Excellent ridge.  Excellent movement with 

reach and drive. 

3RD 95- ANZACOL AMAZING ALIKA AT REDCROWN 

CLASS 16 YEARLING BITCH 

1ST 78- NUTHOUSE QUEEN OF CLUBS - Feminine and elegant and good bones. Correct head proportions, dark eyes, 

nice expression. Scissor bite. Long and elegant neck smoothly inserted in the withers. Filled chest with good deep.  

Excellent angulations and topline with good tail set. Nice ridge. Excellent movement with good reach and drive. Cat 

feet.  

2ND 53- KINABULA DRIVING MISS DAISY - Feminine and elegant. Correct head proportions. Muzzle could be stronger. 

Dark eyes with nice expression. Correct earset. Filled chest well descended. Excellent angulations in front and rear 

with straight topline. Nice ridge. Nice movement showing power, good reach and drive.  

3RD 37- OZUBI'S PATIENCE JW 

CLASS 17 GRADUATE BITCH 

1ST 30- ROVIGO ESTE - Feminine with good bones. Correct head proportions. Dark and round eyes. Strong muzzle. 

Elegant and long neck. Filled chest well descended. Excellent angulations. Straight topline. Correct tail set.  Excellent 

reach and drive in movement. Correct ridge and cat feet.  

2ND 166- BARFORDRIDGE ELEANOR - Liver nose female. Good bone. Correct head proportions. I prefer less wrinkles in 

the head. Strong neck. Filled chest well descended. Straight topline. Excellent angulations in front and rear. Correct 

tail set. Nice movement, active and with good reach and drive. Correct ridge. Cat feet.  

3RD 41- SAADANI STORM CATCHER WITHH SHARUFA 

CLASS 18 POST GRADUATE BITCH 

1ST 32- ROVIGO TIBER - Feminine and elegant with good bone. Correct head proportions. Dark round eyes. Scissor bite 

and strong muzzle. Long and elegant neck. Chest well descended, filled and wide. Excellent angulations. Excellent 

topline and tail set. Movement with good reach and drive showing power. Correct ridge. Cat feet. 

2ND 95- ANZACOL AMAZING ALIKA AT REDCROWN - Feminine with good bones. Correct head proportions. Dark eyes. 

Scissor bite. Filled chest well descended and with good width. Correct angulations. Strong neck. Straight topline. 

Correct tail set. Active and powerful movement. Correct ridge. 

3RD 169- TOKWE TRULY GINTASTIC 

CLASS 19 MINOR LIMIT BITCH 

1ST 129- TOKWE GINVINCIBLE WITH MUTOKO - Feminine with good bones. Correct head proportions. Dark and round 

eyes. Nice expression. Scissor bite. Filled chest well descended and with good width. Excellent angulations. Straight 

topline. Correct tail set. Active and powerful movement. Correct ridge. 



2ND 157- NEGASI CELEBRIAN - Feminine with good bones. Correct head proportions. Correct eyes. Scissor bite. Filled 

chest well descended and with good width. Excellent angulations. Straight topline. Correct tail set. Movement with 

good reach and drive. Correct ridge. 

3RD KINABULAS ALL ABOUT TH BASS JW 

CLASS 20 LIMIT BITCH 

1ST 93- NUTHOUSE BOOGIE OOGIE OOGIE AT OOSTBLIK - Feminine with good bone. Correct head proportions. Dark 

eyes. Scissor bite and strong muzzle. Long and elegant neck. Chest well descended, filled and wide. Excellent 

angulations. Excellent topline and tail set. Excellent movement with good reach and drive. Excellent ridge. Cat feet. 

2ND 145- PRIORPARK PIPSICLE - Feminine with rounded lines giving a smooth vision of her. Correct head proportions. 

Strong muzzle. Dark round eyes. Scissor bite and strong muzzle. Long and elegant neck. Chest well descended, filled 

and wide. Excellent angulations. Excellent topline and tail set. Movement with good reach and drive. Correct ridge. 

Cat feet. 

3RD 168- TOKWE TRULY TICKETY BOO 

CLASS 21 OPEN BITCH 

1ST 20- GUNTHWAITE'S MIDNITE SWINGA - Feminine with good bone. Correct head proportions. Dark eyes. Scissor 

bite and strong muzzle. Long neck. Chest well descended, filled and wide. Excellent angulations. Excellent topline and 

tail set. Excellent movement with good reach and drive. Good ridge.  

2ND 123- JIMMANS SADLY SOBER AT KONDWANI - Feminine and elegant with good substance. Nice expression with 

good head proportions. Dark eyes. Correct earset. Long and strong neck. Chest well descended, filled and wide. 

Straight topline and correct tail set. Excellent angulations. Cat feet. Excellent ridge. Smooth movement with good 

reach and drive.  

3RD 143- PRIORPARK PIPSQUEAK JW 

CLASS 22 CHAMPION BITCH 

1ST 38- IR CH WALAMADENGIE COCO CHANELLE - Feminine and elegant with good bone. Correct head proportions. 

Correct earset. Nice expression. Scissor bite. Long and elegant neck with a nice insertion into the withers. Chest well 

descended, filled and wide. Straight topline. Excellent angulations. Movement with lot of power with good reach and 

drive. Excellent ridge. Correct tail set with good carriage in movement.  

2ND 35- CH CARLINCOX FIRST CLASS - Feminine with good bone. Correct head proportions, strong muzzle. Correct 

earset.  Strong neck. Chest well descended, filled and wide. Good topline. Excellent angulations and correct tail set 

although carried a little bit high in movement. Smooth movement with good reach and drive. Excellent ridge. Cat 

feet.  

3RD 79- CH COLKERIRIN FACE TO THE SUN JW SHCM 

CLASS 23 VETERAN BITCH 

1ST 134- KITOKO GOOD GOLLY MISS MOLLY - Almost 10 years old and nice condition for her age. Feminine with good 

bone. Excellent head and nice expression. Dark round eyes. Correct earset. Long and elegant neck. Excellent 

angulations. Deep chest. Cat feet. Good ridge. Correct tail set. Excellent topline for the age. Nice ridge. Really active 

movement for the age with good reach and drive.  

2ND 131-MUTOKO'S VALEGRO - 7 years old. Feminine with good bones. Correct head proportions, correct earset, dark 

eyes. Strong neck. Nice chest filled with good depth and width. Excellent angulations and topline.  Correct tailset. 

Nice ridge. Movement with good reach and drive. Good round feet.  

150- SOFALA SO FANTASTIQUE 

CLASS 24 SPECIAL VETERAN BITCH 

1ST 133- CH NYASSA CALUUA AT KITOKO - 13,5 years old lady. Good bone and really nice condition for her age. Head 

with good proportions. Dark eyes. Correct earset. Long and elegant neck. Chest well descended, filled and wide. Cat 

feet. Straight topline for her age. Excellent tail set. Good movement for her age. An honour to have her in the ring.  



2ND 80- CH/AM GR CH VELDTKAMMER ASSLE ME LITELY - 12 years old lady. Really nice condition for her age. Head 

with good proportions. Dark eyes. Correct earset. Strong neck. Chest well descended, filled and wide. Cat feet. 

Straight topline for her age. Correct tail set. Good movement for her age. An honour to have her in the ring, she also 

deserves the first place. Really nice oldies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


